
Our deepest condolences to the families of passengers and crew of flight MH370
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IN all domains and levels, the process of "becoming" is always

a process of the quest for balance. Greek civilisation's

greatness reflected the balance of the love of mind and the

love of body.

Islamic civilisation reflected passion for this world and the longing for the

Hereafter, the demand for mandatory religious rituals by all and the

mandatory duties by the significant few.

Christian civilisation's focus on love and caring has the passion of living

the balanced cardinal virtues.

The microscopic mind sees "the world in a grain of sand" while the

telescopic mind has the perspective of celestial vision. Understanding

local history without understanding world history is to lose sight of the

human odyssey. Understanding world history without understanding local

history is to be fictionalising the great transformations with no local souls.

Understanding local geography and world geography are about

understanding the map and the terrain.

Understanding the nature and quest for balance is more than

understanding the popular call for work-life balance. From the religious

perspective balance, evidence is about the divine equilibrium of the

heavens and the earth, skies, sun and moon, day and night, celestial

objects and orbital motion in balance. Balance is really about weighted

measures, about criteria and consideration, evenness, orderliness,

symphony and justice. The opposite of balance is asymmetry,

discordance, disproportion, imbalance, incoherence, and disunity.

Leaders and shapers of societies must ensure that vision and mission,

policies and actions are not lopsided. The true measure of a just society,
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Quest for balance in development

  By Datuk Dr Ibrahim Ahmad Bajunid  | iabaiw @yahoo.com 

Writer is a deputy vice-chancellor, INTI Laureate International University 
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when examined in history, philosophy, culture or policy would be a

society which replicates the balance in Nature.

Within the society, there are just means of deciding and judging,

counterbalancing power, weight, force or influence. Among the

firmaments of a fine-tuned society would be the quest for balance of

understanding and of action in several constants and firmaments such

as the following:

THE balance of focus on the here or the Hereafter, the secular and the

spiritual;

BALANCE between focus on ethnicity and focus on humanity and the

human species;

BALANCE of the elitist and the democratic traditions in education;

BALANCED focus on the gifted, those with learning difficulties and other

handicap;

BALANCED focus on mother tongue, national and international

languages;

BALANCED focus on soul, mind and body;

BALANCE in knowledge disciple domains, the arts and the sciences;

THE balance between the honing of general intelligence, and specific

intelligence;

THE balance between control and liberation;

THE short-term perspective of policies and the long term strategic

perspectives;

THE pursuit of material assets and the pursuit of intangible assets; and

THE balanced pursuits of national interests, and regional and global

interests.

 

Among those who can influence the Weltanschauung or world views of all

levels and all members of society, are politicians, media people and

teachers, particularly university teachers who teach core subjects of

"civilisation studies or of religion".

These influencers have the sacred responsibility to delve deep into the

nature of balance and engage the society to seek balance. The

philosophy of quest for balance nurtures the belief, passion and

conviction for the quest for unity.

If the culture is a reading culture or a culture appreciative of the arts,

then literary leaders and artists can exercise influence in fostering the

construction of a philosophy of balance. And so, as shapers of education

systems and nations decided on their righteousness, they could reflect

on what those earlier than them had observed.

 

Instead of being presented by stereotypes by age, sex, colour, class or

religion, children must have the opportunity to learn that within each

range, some people are loathsome, and some are delightful.

... (Margaret Mead)
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Man maintains his balance, poise, and sense of security only as he is

moving forward.

... (Maxwell Maltz)

 

Governments, as well as individuals, must be in pursuit of balance. Not to

be on the eternal quest for balance is to nurture eternal anarchy.

Philosophers, theologians, creationists and intelligent design proponents

all search for balance.

Albert Einstein observed the balance that "everything is determined, the

beginning as well as the end, by forces over which we have no control. It

is determined for insects as well as for the stars, human beings,

vegetables, or cosmic dust. We all dance to a mysterious tune intoned in

the distance".

As we understand the Laws of God, the laws of Nature, and the laws of

men, and understand the principle of balance, and the responsibilities of

the government, the sacred rights and dignity of the people, community

and individuals must be honoured.

Writer is a deputy vice-chancellor, INTI Laureate International University

   

In the process of a nation’s development, the sacred rights and dignity of the people,

community and individuals must be honoured.
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